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Supplementary Materials 

 

Methods 

 

Somatic variant calling 

Sequenced reads were aligned to GRCh37/hg19 reference assembly using BWA–MEM v.0.5.9,1 

and duplicate-marked with Picard tools v.1.130 (https://broadinstitute.github.io/picard/). GATK 

was utilized for base score recalibration and local indel re-alignments.2 Single-nucleotide variants 

(SNVs) were called with Mutect v1.1.4,3 using a control cell line (CEPH1408, NA10831, Coriell 

Institute of Medical Research) as a baseline, and insertion-deletion mutations (indels) with 

GATK’s SomaticIndelDetector (https://broadinstitute.org/cancer/cga/indelocator). Coding region 

variants were further annotated with Variant Effect Predictor v79.4 Copy-number variants (CNVs) 

were identified using both RobustCNV, an in-house algorithm developed by CCG, and 

TitanCNA/snakemake v1.23.1,5 and structural variants (SVs) using BreaKmer.6  

 

Any variation present in the whole blood or morphologically normal lung tissue was disregarded 

from further analyses. For single-nucleotide variants (SNVs) and indels, additional filtering 

included removal of intronic variants (except within 1-10bp outside of exon-intron boundaries), as 

well as variants with coverage < 20 reads (Oncopanel) or < 10 reads (whole-exome sequencing 

[WES]), minor allele frequency (MAF) > 0.01 (Exome Sequencing Project; European American) 

or > 0.005 (gnomAD), and rs-code (dbSNP; except those with concurrent COSMIC ID). All the 

remaining variants were individually visualized with Integrative Genomics Viewer v2.7.2 to 

exclude those present only in the same direction reads or repetitive genomic region as likely 

artifacts. For copy-number variation, targeted cancer gene panel data was analyzed using 

RobustCNV and WES data using both RobustCNV and TitanCNA/snakemake. In the case of in 

situ and invasive components of adenocarcinoma, only WES data were analyzed. We performed 

additional filtering for RobustCNV calls: 1) CNVs characterized by one to four gene calls required 

at least one gene call to be supported by ≥ 10 interval calls, and 2) CNVs characterized by five or 

more gene calls required at least 20% of the gene calls to be supported by ≥ 10 interval calls. Only 

CNVs supported by both RobustCNV and TitanCNA/snakemake (WES data) were included in the 

study. Of note, CNVs present in targeted cancer gene panel but not in WES data of in situ or 

invasive adenocarcinoma samples were considered likely artifacts and excluded from CNV calls 
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of AAHs. For structural variants (SVs), variants with breakpoint coverage < 20 or a breakpoint 

locating in a repetitive genomic region were disregarded. SV calling was performed only for 

targeted cancer gene panel data.  

 

The same filtering criteria for SNVs, CNVs and SVs were used to detect potential acquired somatic 

alterations in the morphologically normal lung tissue when compared to the whole blood. 
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Supplementary Tables 

 

Supplementary Table 1. Summary of targeted cancer gene panel and WES data. Targeted 

cancer gene panel sequencing was performed for all samples, whereas whole-exome sequencing 

for whole blood, normal lung, in situ and invasive components of adenocarcinoma. AD, 

adenocarcinoma; WES, whole-exome sequencing. 

Sample Sequencing method Total read count Mean coverage 20x rate 30x rate 

Whole blood Oncopanel 53,681,932 564.3 99.5% 99.3% 

Normal lung Oncopanel 44,417,662 463.1 99.1% 98.8% 

AAH1 Oncopanel 45,543,102 136.0 99.3% 98.9% 

AAH2 Oncopanel 46,505,834 428.2 99.2% 98.9% 

In situ AD Oncopanel 46,070,934 481.9 99.2% 99.0% 

Invasive AD Oncopanel 46,887,776 452.3 99.1% 98.8% 

Whole blood WES 152,937,616 140.0 96.5% 93.7% 

Normal lung WES 125,941,168 116.1 95.5% 92.0% 

In situ AD WES 149,327,460 140.0 96.7% 94.2% 

Invasive AD WES 152,535,648 137.8 96.7% 94.1% 

 

Supplementary Table 2. EGFR mutation statuses of AAH, in situ and invasive 

adenocarcinoma samples. EGFR mutation status was verified by both targeted cancer gene panel 

(Oncopanel v3.1) and whole-exome sequencing. Targeted cancer gene panel sequencing was 

performed for all samples, whereas whole-exome sequencing for in situ and invasive components 

of adenocarcinoma. AD, adenocarcinoma; WES, whole-exome sequencing; AF, allele frequency. 

Sample Germline AF (coverage) 
Secondary somatic 

mutation AF (coverage) 

AAH1 (Oncopanel) T790M 0.48 (176) L858R 0.02 (184) 

AAH2 (Oncopanel) T790M 0.48 (557) L861Q 0.07 (559) 

In situ AD (Oncopanel) 
T790M 

0.48 (765) 
L858R 

0.16 (633) 

In situ AD (WES) 0.43 (121) 0.12 (193) 

Invasive AD (Oncopanel) 
T790M 

 

0.48 (490) 
L858R 

0.22 (478) 

Invasive AD (WES) 0.43 (74)   0.22 (174) 
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Supplementary Table 3. Somatic alteration counts for AAH, in situ and invasive 

adenocarcinoma samples. For in situ and invasive components of adenocarcinoma, whole-exome 

sequencing data instead of targeted cancer gene panel data were analyzed for CNVs due to the 

larger amount of data points. Structural variation was called only from targeted cancer gene panel 

data. The somatic alteration counts include 15 SNVs or indels that were originally not called due 

to their low allele frequency in the sequencing data but were observed after manual visualization, 

and three variants that passed filtering for either in situ or invasive component of adenocarcinoma 

but were excluded from the other due to being present in only one direction of reads. AD, 

adenocarcinoma; SNV, single-nucleotide variant; CNV, copy-number variant; SV, structural 

variant; WES, whole-exome sequencing.  

 

Sample Oncopanel SNV Indel CNV SV WES SNV Indel CNV 

AAH1 2 1 0 1 0  -  -  -  - 

AAH2 2 2 0 0 0  -  -  -  - 

In situ AD 3 3 0  - 0 64 54 3 7 

Invasive AD 2 2 0  - 0 63 47 6 10 
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Supplementary Figures 

 

 

 

 

 

Supplementary Fig. 1. Genome-wide copy-number variation of in situ and invasive adenocarcinoma samples. RobustCNV calls 

are presented for each sample separately, whereas TitanCNA/snakemake calls represent paired tumor-normal data. For in situ and 

invasive components of adenocarcinoma, whole-exome sequencing data were analyzed for CNVs due to the larger amount of data 

points. CNVs are shown in Integrative Genomics Viewer (IGV). 
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